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Introduction

 The number of Gas Lift systems has increased significantly along with 
unconventional wells.

 The need of understanding the performance and troubleshooting Gas Lift systems 
is now even more relevant for operators.

 Tubing-casing communication is one of the biggest issues and it can be identified 
from surface using a simple, quick, safe and effective simultaneous acoustic 
survey to find holes in tubing or leaky gas lift valves above the liquid level.

 The Dual Shot Method is a non-invasive technique.

 Two guns with microphones are connected to the wellhead, one to the tubing 
and the other to the casing-tubing annulus.

 One of the guns is used to release a pressure wave down the well, while the 
other gun just listens for possible echoes from tubing-casing pressure 
communications.

 Both acoustic surveys (tubing and casing) are simultaneously recorded and 
overlaid for its proper evaluation.
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Wireless Fluid Level equipment configuration
TUBING Wireless 
Fluid Level Gun

CASING Wireless 
Fluid Level Gun

CASING Wireless 
Fluid Level Gun

TUBING Wireless 
Fluid Level Gun
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Wireless Fluid Level shot recorded in Tubing & Casing

Casing trace

Tubing-Casing 
communication point
Pressure wave coming 
out of tubing

Tubing shot

Shot (pressure pulse) can 
be performed through 
Tubing or Casing.

Acoustic traces from Both 
Tubing and Casing are 
recorded and overlaid

Tubing trace



Acoustic traces from Both Tubing and Casing are 
recorded and overlaid using Plunger Lift Application.
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Tubing trace

Casing trace
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Direction of kicks in fluid level single shots
Tubing vs. Casing  from Mandrels and holes.

Tubing Shot

Casing Shot

Increases in cross-sectional areas creates UP-kicks.

Decreases in cross-sectional areas creates DOWN-kicks.

Shot Path

Anomaly

Tubing 
Shot

Casing 
Shot

Gas Lift 
Mandrel

Hole in 
tubing

Direction of kicks
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Wells presented have the following configuration:
- Gas Lift Wells
- Tubing packer installed
- Side pocket Mandrels (Tubing Retrievable Valves)

Well Example 1



Tubing Shot
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Well Example 1
Initial single Tubing and Casing shots, prior simultaneous acoustic 
acquisition.

Casing Shot

Side pocket Mandrels 
are visible from tubing 
and casing shots.

Gas Lift Mandrels can 
be used as downhole 
marker to accurately 
determine depth of 
anomalies and Fluid 
Level.
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Well Example 1

No acoustic response from casing

Normal echoes from a tubing shot.

Tubing shot, listening on Casing.

No echoes received from the listening gun confirms there 
is NO COMMUNICATION. All Gas Lift Valves are closed.

THP >> CHP
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Well Example 1

No echoes received from the listening gun confirms there 
is NO COMMUNICATION. All Gas Lift Valves are closed.

Casing shot, listening on Tubing.

No acoustic response from tubing.

Normal echoes from a casing shot.
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Well Example 2



Well Example 2
Initial single Casing shot, prior simultaneous acoustic acquisition.

Casing Shot
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Fluid Level at 8th valve 
from surface to bottom



Well Example 2
Initial single Tubing shot, prior simultaneous acoustic acquisition.
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Tubing Shot

Anomaly not clearly identifiable in 
the Casing shot. Hole in Tubing?
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Well Example 2

Hole in 
tubing

Tubing shot, listening on Casing.

Pressure wave passing from tubing to casing at a depth not matching with a Gas 
Lift Mandrel confirms the HOLE IN TUBING. Some Gas Lift Valves are passing.

Valve 
Passing

Valve 
Passing

Valve 
Open

THP = CHP

Valve 
Open
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Well Example 2

Hole in 
tubing

Tubing shot, listening on Casing.

Pressure wave passing from tubing to casing at a depth not matching with a Gas 
Lift Mandrel confirms the HOLE IN TUBING. Some Gas Lift Valves are passing.

Valve 
Passing

Valve 
Passing

Valve 
Open

THP = CHP

Valve 
Open
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Well Example 2

Casing shot, listening on Tubing.
Hole in 
tubing

Valve 
Passing

Valve 
Passing

Valve 
Open

Pressure wave passing from casing to tubing at a depth not matching with a Gas 
Lift Mandrel confirms the HOLE IN TUBING. Some Gas Lift Valves are passing.



Well Example 2
Using Gas Lift Mandrel depth as downhole marker to accurately 
calculate the depth to hole in tubing.
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Tubing Shot



Well Example 2
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Hole
0.18” x 0.15”
Hole
0.18” x 0.15”

Hole in tubing reported 
in joint #77 from surface.



Well Example 2

Observation for Tubing shots:
Mandrel kicks “signature” (shape) changes from good to passing to open.
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Tubing Shot

x x x   o o
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Well Example 3



Well Example 3
Workover reported there was no valve in shallower mandrel @ 1918 ft.
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Fluid Level shots and simultaneous acoustic survey were performed to 
confirm condition reported for workover rig. 

Valve at 1918 ft 
should be CLOSED
with CHP=480 psi. 



Well Example 3
Initial single Casing shot, prior simultaneous acoustic acquisition.

Casing Shot
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Fluid Level at 8th valve 
from surface to bottom



Well Example 3
Initial single Tubing shot, prior simultaneous acoustic acquisition.
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Upkick above the Liquid Level indicates 
an enlargement of tubing Area

Tubing Shot



Well Example 3
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Simultaneous acoustic acquisition

Pressure wave passing from casing to tubing at Mandrel’s depth confirms the 
tubing-casing communication point (NO VALVE IN THE MANDREL).
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Well Example 4



Well Example 4
Initial single Casing shot, prior simultaneous acoustic acquisition.

Casing Shot
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Casing Fluid Level at 5794 ft



Well Example 4
Initial single Tubing shot, prior simultaneous acoustic acquisition.
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Kick above at 9.77 sec does not 
match with any mandrel depth

Tubing Shot



Well Example 4
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Simultaneous acoustic acquisition

Pressure wave passing from tubing to casing at multiple points confirms 
valves passing and Hole in Tubing.

x x x 

Hole in 
tubing
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Well Example 5



Well Example 5
Initial single Tubing shot, prior simultaneous acoustic acquisition.
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Tubing Shot



Well Example 5
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Simultaneous acoustic acquisition

Simultaneous acoustic survey shows Multiple Gas Lift Valves open.



Well Example 5
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Wireline Temperature Survey shows 
>30°difference between design and actual 
well temperature.
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Conclusions
 Confidence & experience will grow by continuously using this technique, which in many 

cases will eliminate the need of running Wireline Surveys for troubleshooting purposes.

 By using a non-invasive troubleshooting method, it eliminates the risk of running 
sensors/tools in the well (fish).

 Being able to “see” pressure wave passing from tubing to casing annulus (or vice versa) is 
used to confirm communication points in the well.

 Simultaneous acoustic surveys technique is used to find communication points such as 
faulty check valves, leaky gas-lift valves, and holes in tubing.

 Other beneficial information is obtained as which gas lift valves are open (or closed) at a 
given surface casing pressure.

 Kick shape from  Gas Lift valves can give an idea of a malfunctioning valve, but using this 
troubleshooting method (simultaneous acoustic survey analysis) can confirm the existence 
of such communication.

 Using Gas Lift Mandrels reflections as downhole marker helps to accurately determine 
depth of anomalies and Fluid Level.

 This technique using wireless fluid level equipment aids in troubleshooting well problems.

 Commonly used to troubleshoot Gas Lift, Plunger Lift and Gas wells, but it can be used in 
any type of well with tubing and tubing-casing annulus. 33
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Thanks…
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Copyright

Rights to this presentation are owned by the company(ies) and/or author(s) listed on the title page.  By 
submitting this presentation to the Gas-Lift Workshop, they grant to the Workshop, the Artificial Lift Research 
and Development Council (ALRDC) rights to:

 Display the presentation at the Workshop.

 Place it on the www.alrdc.com web site, with access to the site to be as directed by the Workshop 
Steering Committee.

 Links to presentations on ALRDC’s social media accounts.

 Place it on an USB/CD for distribution and/or sale as directed by the Workshop Steering Committee.

Other uses of this presentation are prohibited without the expressed written permission of the company(ies) 
and/or author(s) who own it and the Workshop Steering Committee. 
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Disclaimer

The following disclaimer shall be included as the last page of a Technical Presentation or Continuing 
Education Course.  A similar disclaimer is included on the front page of the Gas-Lift Workshop Web 
Site.

The Artificial Lift Research and Development Council and its officers and trustees, and the Gas-Lift 
Workshop Steering Committee members, and their supporting organizations and companies (here-in-
after referred to as the Sponsoring Organizations), and the author(s) of this Technical Presentation or 
Continuing Education Training Course and their company(ies), provide this presentation and/or training 
material at the Gas-Lift Workshop "as is" without any warranty of any kind, express or implied, as to 
the accuracy of the information or the products or services referred to by any presenter (in so far as 
such warranties may be excluded under any relevant law) and these members and their companies will 
not be liable for unlawful actions and any losses or damage that may result from use of any 
presentation as a consequence of any inaccuracies in, or any omission from, the information which 
therein may be contained.

The views, opinions, and conclusions expressed in these presentations and/or training materials are 
those of the author and not necessarily those of the Sponsoring Organizations.  The author is solely 
responsible for the content of the materials.

The Sponsoring Organizations cannot and do not warrant the accuracy of these documents beyond the 
source documents, although we do make every attempt to work from authoritative sources.   The 
Sponsoring Organizations provide these presentations and/or training materials as a service.  The 
Sponsoring Organizations make no representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to 
the presentations and/or training materials, or any part thereof, including any warrantees of title, non-
infringement of copyright or patent rights of others, merchantability, or fitness or suitability for any 
purpose.
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